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The purpose of this thesis is to describe the process
whereby the G-raphics-oriented Interactive Finite Element
Time-sharing System (GIFTS) was implemented at the Naval
Postgraduate School.
Anyone who has entered a problem with a large amount
of numerical input into a computer knows the fear of making
logical or typing errors which will go undetected. The
GIFTS system goes a long way in reducing this problem by
allowing a user to graphically reproduce the problem he/she
has entered into the system. The solved problem can be
displayed, as well, in -a form which makes the effect of a
given loading graphically reproducible at any time in the
future
.
The first step in building the system was obtaining the
latest version (5.02) of the taped program from the Inter-
active Graphics Engineering Laboratory (I GEL) of the
University of Arizona. After an initial attempt at "building"
the system on the PDP-11 (using the methods described below)
several minor errors were found. These errors v/ere generally
in the form of incomplete revisions and were easily correct-
able with telephone assistance from one of the developers,
Mr. Michael W. McCabe, of the University of Arizona.

Since the average mechanical engineering student at the
Naval Postgraduate School does not ordinarily spend time
being taught on a computer system other than the school's
mainframe (currently the IBM 360/67), a great deal of time
was required in the preparation for this thesis simply
learning the PDP-11/50 and the RSX-11M Operating System.
Since it is expected that the GIFTS system will need to be
revised in the future, it became obvious that an important
objective of this thesis was to develop the means whereby
changes to GIFTS could be made as conveniently and "pain-
lessly" as possible without the need for a student or
faculty member to become intimately familiar with the
PDP-11. It is believed that this objective has been success-
fully met with the combination of a File Sorter program
(FILSOR) and two "command" files. The net impact of these
three programs is to allow a most powerful Finite Element
Method (FEM) pre and post pro cesser (plus solver) to be
completely built on the PDP-11 with two tapes, two commands,
and six hours of time.
It is believed that the GIFTS system will, in the future,




II. DESCRIPTION 0? GIFTS
GIFTS is a system of programs used in solving Finite
Element Problems. This statement does not really do justice
to the system for the forte of the system is not in its
ability to mathematically solve problems but rather in its
ability to reliably and fairly completely define structural
problems which are to be solved. It allows a user to:
1) Input problem parameters;
2) Observe the input both graphically and in tabulated
form;
3) Update the model; and
4) Observe the output
Many problems, due to their sizes, will be outside the
range of the "solver" contained in the program. But, due
to the highly structured nature of the Unified Data Pase (UDB)
,
other systems, more powerful in this area, can access the
data, solve the problem, and return the solved problem to
GIFTS for display.
The purpose of this section is to give enough of a
description of GIFTS and the available documentation to
assist a user interested in solving a FEM problem to find




GIFTS was written by Professor Hussein A. Kamel and
Mr. Michael W. McCabe of the University of Arizona. The
system is constantly "being revised/updated as the need
arises. The facility for expansion of the system is built
in to it as not all element types have beera implemented.
As updates are received, they can be implemented by the
procedures outlined below in section V.
3. SYSTEM CAPABILITIES
Much of the information included in this section is
already included, in substance, in the "GIFTS Users'
Manual." It is the purpose here to synthesize the informa-
tion from this reference needed to have a general under-
standing of the system.
A list of the several program modules with descriptions
can be found in Appendix A. Each has a purpose in formulating
a FEM problem and more than one module is necessary to
completely formulate a problem. However, not all program
modules are necessary for every formulation.
The general breakdown of the module types/purposes is:
1
)
Model Generation and Editing;
2) Load and Boundary Conditions Generation, Display
and Editing; and




In addition, there are modules available (cut not yet
implemented at the Naval Postgraduate School) to inter-





The purpose of these interfaces is to act as "interpreters"
of the GIFTS Unified Data Base in order that the generated
model may he solved on one of these other systems. The
interface program also takes the solutions generated by the
other system and formats them hack into the UDI for GIFTS
in order that they can he displayed.
In the "C-IPTS Users' Reference Manual," it is stated:
"the generation and display capabilities of GIFTS go beyond
its own analysis capabilities." It gives, d;/ example, the
fact that the GIFTS system can generate and display higher
order elements while not (yet) being able to analyze the
results. Though the author is not privy to a timetable, it
is expected that the system capabilities will increase and
can be added to existing capabilities currently at the Naval
Postgraduate School. The methodology for making such revi-
sions is covered below in chanter 7.
13

1 • Pre and Pos t Processing Capabilities
a. Pre Processing
The GIFTS system is capable of being used as a
pre-processor for other systems. It accepts commands which
allow a user to establish the geometry of a model and to
display it at a terminal for verification.
Figure 1 is an example of the program/user
interaction which is required to establish the geometrj^ of
1
a plate with a hole in the center. Figure 2 is the resulting
plot with elements and points labelled. Should an error be
made during the session, a correction can be made before
going on.
Also available to the user are a variety of
tabulations of input and computed data. These a.lso prove
useful in the verification of a model.
b. Post Processing
Pigure 3 depicts the results of the solved F3M
problem which was entered as in section l.a. above. It
depicts the stress contours as computed by (in this case)
the GIFTS system for a given loading. If a different
solver (e.g. SAP4) were to be used, the interface program
would "translate" the output from the solver into the
1 .
Inis problem is one that was included in the "GIFTS




GIFTS UDB format before using the GIFTS modules for dis-
playing the results.
The system can also display deflection plots
due to a given loading as well as computing and displaying
time domain problems.
2. Solving Capabilities
The system, as presently configured, is capable
of solving a wide class of structural, finite element
method problems. However, there are some limitations.
Page III-1 of the GIFTS User's I'anual lists those elements
which enjoy "Pull Support" and, also, those within the
categories: "Generation and Display Only" and "Storage
Only. " A user should be aware of these distinctions before
deciding to solve a problem completely by GIFTS or by GIFTS
in conjunction with another system.
0. THE COMPUTER PROGRAM
If loaded all at once, with no overlaying, the entire
set of program/modules would take up to perhaps two mega
bytes of memory. Since it is not desirable (or usually
possible) to have this much space available to a user, the
program has been divided into several, separately executable
modules having as their common denominator the Unified Data
Base.
Each program is called up (executed) by a "RUN" command.
At the end of the session with an interactive module, a
1

"QUIT" (or similar) command is given which causes the
module to update the data base, close files and leave the
module. To enter the next module another "RUN" command is
given and so forth.
The interactive modules accept a large number of well-
defined commands. Some of the modules have similar and
even duplicative sub-objectives and therefore contain
many of the same commands. Each program, however, has its
own communications subroutine which will accept commands
only valid in the particular module. Several different type
prompt symbols are used (>, *, ?, blank) which make the
nature of the input (i.e. alphanumeric, integer or floating
point) less ambiguous.
As it was earlier stated, overlaying is required for
most modules when installed on the PDP-11. This is due to
a 64K byte limitation for any program segment. The overlaying
schemes used for the several modules were included on the
tapes received from the IGEL, University of Arizona, and
are duplicated on the tapes discussed below in section 17. G.
One of the capabilities available to the user in many
modules is that of plotting the model at a terminal. This
feature obviously requires that a terminal with a graphics
capability be used. The terminal for which the G-IPTS
System at the Naval Postgraduate School (TIPS) is presently
-i 6

geared is the Tektronix 4000 Series. To change to another
type of terminal would require modifications to several of
2
the GIFTS library subroutines.
D. THD UNIFIED DATA BASS
During the course of model definition, the GIFTS system
opens, performs input/output (I/O), and closes files on
disc. At the end of a session one will find on his/her
disc space several files having the jobname (specified
by the user) as their filenames out each having a different
"extension. " These files represent the Unified Data
Base (UDB)
.
The UDB files created by GIFTS are primarily random
access, unformatted disc files. "2~:ie fact they are unformatted
makes storage of numerical daxa more efficient and the
random access feature allows for easier identification of
a particular record to be read or written.
1, Definition of Terms
"Hhe individual files are described in the "GIFTS
Systems Manual " cut a general description of the methodology
of the programmers and the terminology used in the manual
is warranted.
A "physical record," in context with the terminology
used in the Systems Manual is the "collection of data" found
2Specifically those in the file: LlBR5,PDP
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in one record. When submitting a program written on punched
cards, the input record length is limited to 80 - the number
of characters allowed on the card. A disc, of course, does
not have this limitation and the record size can be extremely
large. (In the GIFTS' system, the record size is automatically
defined within the program and can be as large as 1684
bytes.) The program uses equivalent size buffers to
accomodate the l/C record sizes and also allows for variaole
sizing of buffers/record size should the programs be run
on a large machine. This fact is academic though since the
current installation at the Naval Postgraduate School is on
the PDP-11.
A "logical record" is a term used for the grouping
together of data which are related insofar as the programmer
says they are. Better put: "the smallest collection of
data into which the data contained in a file may be divided.
"
For example, a physical record of 200 bytes could be divided
into ten logical records of 20 bytes each. In this case,
the number "10" is the "blocking factor.
"
Data in GIFTS are generally buffered in named
COMMON. A buffer typically consists of a physical record
plus some "bookkeeping" data. Por example, a physical
record in the "points" (PTS) file contains data on ten
points. If the point being worked on by GIFTS is not in
the record currently in the buffer, the current buffer is
18

stored in the PTS file and the correct record is read in.
The "logical record" needed "by GIFTS (i.e. the point being
worked on) is now available.
2. Naming Convention
The UDB consists of, typically, ten or so files
(the exact number depending on the problem being modeled).
Certain administrative files are kept open throughout the
life of a problem - that is, until deleted by the user.
These files do not contain data which are used directly in
solving or displaying a specific model. Other files are
temporary or "scratch" files and are deleted prior to
leaving the module which opened them. Then there are the
files containing the data unique to a model which are
"passed on" from module to module until the model/solution
is completed. All of these files are the Unified .Data
Ease - the focal point of the GIFTS system.
At the beginning of each module, the user is queried
concerning the name of the model. 7:he first time that this
name is used (usually in the modules 3ULKM or EDITI-I) , the
name becomes unique until the problem is deleted from the
disc.
"
Figure 4 is a sample listing of the files built by
GIFTS for the job "PLATE" which was shown in previous
3This cannot oe done by GIFTS but must be done with the
file handler - see section III.C.3.
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section. As the problem progresses , the number of files
could increase and eventually take up a great deal of
disc space (users should keep this in mind when creating a
problem when disc space is at a premium)
.
Two other files exist which do not follow the
naming convention which, was outlined above. These are:
": 1 7TS5.INI? and GIPTS5.EST. The former is a sequential,
formatted file listing all the "HELP" command answers that
are available. It requires updating as changes are made
to the system and is not tied to any particular problem.
The latter file is used by 0PTII1 (i.e. optimization program)
and is strictly for time estimates for the problem being
completed. The user normally need not be concerned with
this file, as it should already exist. If it doesn't, this
will cause minor problems and could be easily rebuilt by
running the module EST.TgK which is included on the magnetic
tapes discussed below in section IV. G.
Each of the files is described in the GIPTS System
Manual beginning on page SM II-2. Por those interested in
modifying the GIPTS system or writing an interface program,
further explanation of the UDB is given below in section IV.
S. DOCUMENTATION OP GIPTS
The source listing as provided by the IGEL, University
of Arizona, is liberally filled with comment statements.
However, the interaction of the approximately 300 library
20

subroutines with the program and subroutines within the
modules is so complex that trying to understand exactly
what a program is doing at a particular time is virtually
impossible without an excessive expenditure of time.
The user normally v/ill not be interested in the source
listing but rather in how to RUM the system, The remainder
of this section is devoted to the documentation provided
by the developers on how to use the system to solve a
problem.
1. Reference Manuals
There are several manuals which are of interest to
both the GIRTS user and the systems analyst responsible for
building or maintaining GIFTS (see Appendix B) . The manuals
are provided with the GIRTS system by the University of
Arizona and are kept at the ITaval Postgraduate School in
the Mechanical Engineering Department Computer laboratory,
Room 201 D, Halligan Hall. 4
Two of these manuals have already been mentioned
above: "The GIRTS Systems Manual"; and the "GIRTS User's
Reference Manual." The former was used extensively in
attempting to understand how the computer program worked
and to understand the UDR. The latter was used in conjunction
Hot all the manuals have been provided "cy IGEL, Univer-
sity of Arizona, as they are yet to be written. Ror example,
the "GIRTS System Installation Manual," which would have
been useful here, has not yet been completed.
21

with the "C-I7TS Primer" to obtain an understanding of how
the system operated from the user's viewpoint.
The "Primer" serves as an excellent aid for the
cautious, first-time user to get some hands-on experience
with the system and to see what the system can actually do.
It also explains, in detail, the purpose of several of the
commands. The included examples, besides being educational





The GIFTS system has been installed on the PDP-ll/50,
located in Room 500, Spanagel Kail, at the Naval Post-
graduate School. The choice to install the system on this
particular computer was based on its availability; the
fact that GIFTS had already been brought up on the PDP-11
elsewhere; and, that the main computer system at NPS, the
IBM 360, was being replaced in the near future.
There are actually tv/o PDP-11s available in the Computer
Lab: one v/ith the UI7IX operating system, and the other
with RSX-11M. GIFTS v/as installed in the latter as it is
limited to 32X work (64K byte) segments whereas UNIX allows
only a 1SK work {327. byte) segment size.
A. ORGANIZATION
The Computer Laboratory at the Naval Postgraduate
School falls under the administrative control of the
Director, Computer Laboratories. Under his/her control
are several analysts/mathematicians familiar with the
RSX-11X operating system.
B. RSX-11M OPERATING SYSTEM
The following are descriptions of utilities available
under RSX-11M and which are used in the building and running
23

of GIFTS. The descriptions are provided here primarily as
background information for section 17. The details of
the following utilities may be found in the appropriate
PDP-11 manuals.
1 . 10 £011 (EEL)
"HEL" is the logon keyword. For the Mechanical
Engineering Department, the logon is "HEL 1'IEDEPT" whereupon
the computer queries the user for an appropriate password.
The logoff "keyword" is simply "EYE."
2. User Identification Code (UIC)
The UIC is assigned ~oy the Director, Computer
Laboratories, and serves two primarjr purposes in the RSX-11M
operating system:
a. Identification of a particular user for security
and accounting purposes; and
b. Identification of the user's directory on disc.
3. Peripheral Interchange Program (PIP)
PIP is the very versatile system of file handlers
which is used to: move, delete, copy, rename, etc., files
created on disc.
Some knowledge of PI? is essential to any prospective
user of the GIFTS modules on the PDP-11. It allows for
deleting and transferring files - which are useful "house-
keeping" functions to know.
24

4. Pile Transfer Program (FIX)
FLX is the PDP-1 1 utility for handling files between
disc and magnetic tapes.
5. PORTRAIT Pour Plus (F4P)
The PORTRAIT compiler used to build the SIFTS system.
The syntax for this system allows for the use of many
"switches." In the building of GIFTS on the PDP-11 it was
only necessary to use two switches:
a. /CO: 20 - This switch was necessary on several
of the subroutines to increase the number of allowed con-
tinuation cards from the default (i.e. 5).
b. /TR:IT0h~P - This switch was used to build a
separate system library which did not include the code
necessary for tracing in the event of an object time error.
This omission is necessary to allow the two largest modules
to fit into the 327. word allowable segment on the PDP-1 1 .
(This will be further explained in section 17 below.)
6. Taskbuilder (TKB)
TKB is the "linker" used under RSX-11M. In con-
junction with command files, it builds executable modules
complete with overlays. A description of the command files
used for building GIFTS is given in section IV. Further
knowledge of the TKB utility would only be necessary if
one were to rebuild or modify the GIFTS system without the
help of the techniques which will be demonstrated in section V.
25

7. Librarian Utility Program (LEE.)
This utility is used to create and modify libraries
of files. In the case of the building of the G-IFTS system,
it is used to create "system" and "module" libraries. In
modifying the GIFTS system one would only need to become
familiar with the syntax of two "switches": /IN = (that is,
"insert"); and /DE: ("delete"). Examples are shown in
section V.
8. Text Editor (ED?)
The RSX-11M system at the Naval Postgraduate School
offers two text editors. "EDI" was selected because of its
power. With a little imagination, a great deal of time can
be saved in making major and/or repetitive changes to a
file with EDI. To make future revisions to GIET3, it is
quite obvious that a knowledge of an editor would be necessary
9. Macro Assembler (MAC)
This is the keyword for assembling macro programs.
Eor example, to assemble a program called TEST. MAC, one
could enter:
MAG TEST = TEST
This would produce an object module called TEST. It is also
possible to get a listing of the program with all external
Note the syntax difference in the use of "=" for /IN
and ":" for /EE.

references, etc. Ror details concerning this and other




10. Execution Order (RUR)
RUIT is the command under RSX-11M which causes an
executable module to he loaded and executed. Ror example:
RUIT EU1KM. Ror files that are overlaid, the executable
module (with a default file extension of TSK) will need
an additional file with the extension "STB." This is the




Use of Command Riles
"Command" files are A3CII formatted files having
an extension of "CMD. " A Command file is executed oy
simply inserting the character "@" before the filename.




The contents of the file would be executed line by line.
Another way in which command files can be used is
in conjunction with a utility or the FORTRAN compiler, R4P,
Ror example, if there are two separate FORTRAN programs to
27

be compiled, TEST1.ETN and TSST2.ET1T, one could edit a
command file called TSST1.CKD as follows:
>EDT TEST1 .CMD
*I
TEST 1 = TEST 1
TEST 2 = TEST 2
{ctrl>Z 6
*exit _
To execute this command file, one types
F4P 5TEST1
This method can also be used for: PIP, TUB and LBR.
CTRL Z is the combination of characters which allows
the user to leave the "inuut mode' 7 in EDT.
23

IV. THP PUILDIIIG C? G-IPTS OF THP PDP-1 1
The process of building GIFTS can be broken down into








To simplify some of these time consuming processes which
must be completed, the author has written a "Pile Sorter"
program (FILSOR) which effectively reduces the "slave labor"
time and improves, it is believed, the accuracy of this
process.
A. SOURCE TAPE
The PDP-11 version of the GTFTS system arrived on an
unlabelled, ASCII-formatted, nine-trace tape. Along with
the tape was a listing of the names of the files and the
sizes thereof. The files can be broken down by type as
follows:
Concatenated PORTRAIT programs/subroutines: 29
0verla3r Description Piles: 15
Macro Programs 2
GIFTS Information Pile 1
Test Programs (FORTRAN) 3
29

The listings of FORTRAN programs/subroutines are
unusable in the form they are received and must he separated,
compiled, and the object code placed in libraries before
the taskbuilding (linking) process can even begin. The
steps that would be involved if this separation process
were to be done manually with the Text Editor (EDT) are:
1
.
Find the first line of the program, subroutine or
function; then
2. Find the last line of the program, subroutine or
function (i.e. "END"); then
3. Write the inclusive lines between the first end
last lines out to a new file; then
4. Go back to 1 . until an BDF is reached.
The finding of the first and last lines using EDT is not
difficult (except in each case, one must look for either
a subroutine or a function since both occur). Writing to
a new file is not particularly difficult but requires a
rather lengthy line of commands. For example, to write
lines 10130 through 13450, inclusive to a new file named
FIMAK. FTH , requires:
WR1 01 30 : 1 3450/FI : FIMAM. FTxl/UN
It can be imagined how long it would take to do this
hundreds of times (about six hundred for GIFTS) without
an error! For the reason that this task is so tedious
and fraught with peril, the author wrote FILSOR.
30

E. SORTING OF SOURCE LISTING
1. Inscription of RIISQR
The "basic 7IIS0R program accepts as input, the name
7
of a source listing file containing at least two subroutines
or one main program plus one or more subroutines ior functions)
Tne following restrictions or guidelines concerning the use
of RILSOR exist:
a. There are no "Block Data" subroutines within
the source listing to be sorted;
b. If a listing contains a main program (vice a
subroutine or a function), it must appear first in the file;
c. In all cases, the sorted program, subroutines
and functions will have to be compiled;
d. In some cases, entire systems of sorted subroutines
will have to be compiled with the "/IR::T0TTE" switch in use;
e. In all cases, the sorted and compiled subroutines
will have to be stored in a library called, arbitrarily,
L1 .OLE;
f. Comment cards preceding the first executable
statement are discarded from the first output program;
7The currenx version of the GIRTS source listings are
on a magnetic tape in a format useable under the FIX utility
of the RSX-11M operating system (see above, section III. 0.4).
To obtain a listing of a particular magtape file, it would
be necessary to load the file onto disc using REX and then
printing it using RIP.
51

g. The input listing is unaffected by FILSOR;
h. The "END" statement images must begin in
column seven (otherwise the program will fail to recognize
it as being the last statement in the program)
.
All the FORTRAN source listings included with
p
GIFTS conform to the above restrictions.
The main output from FILSOR is, of course, the
separated FORTRAN files. The files are named according to
the subroutine/function name or, in the case of a main
program, the name of the input file. For ex-ample, assume
a file named EXAMPI.EXT contains: a main program and
three subroutines (subroutines TEXT1 , TEXT2 and Function
TEXT3). The results of running EXAMPL.EXT through FILSOR





J IJi.-L J • -i. J-iN
The original file EXAMPI.EXT, containing the concatenated
FORTRAN files, still exists and is unchanged by running
FILSOR.
3
It should be emphasized that in the first program
or subroutine in the file,, blank or comment cards pre-
ceding the first executable statement will be "lost."
Similarily, blank or comment cards between "END" and the
next subroutine or function within the listing will be
lost. Both these statements apply only to the sorted
routines - not the original listing.
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FILSOR also builds two additional files while
sorting the input file. Since' it will eventually be
necessary to compile all the subroutines, a. file called
LIB. GILD (a command file) is built which allows for the
compilation of all program/subroutines sorted by FILSOR.
As stated in section III. 3. 5, two possible combinations
of "switches" occurred in the building of GIFTS: one
with the "/TA:iT0LL" switch, and one without. The "/CO: 20"
switch was used regardless. FILSOR queries the user in
order to determine whether he/she wants to include the
trace capability or not.
The other file built by FILSOR is called "STUFF. CKD.
"
This file, in conjunction with the LBR utility, will store
the object modules compiled with LIB.CMD into an object
library called L1.0LB. After the "STUFF" process, the
library L1.0LB can be renamed using PIP to avoid confusion
with future j'ILSOR operations.
Appendix C is a complete listing of FILSOR. An
example session is included in Appendix I),
A more complicated version of FILSOR which allows
a user to setup an input file with a list of several input
9files to be sorted is also included on magnetic tape.
9This version is called JAILSR2 and requires an additional
program, STUFFL, to build the input file. Loth of these
modules are included on tape and are executed as a part of
the automatic "EUILDT" command file discussed below in
section V and listed in Appendix E.

C. TAS-IBUILDIITG- &IFTS
Host GIFTS modules must be overlaid on the PDP-11 in
order that they can fit into memory. The syntax involved
with the taskbuilder is quite extensively described in the
PDP-11 manuals and v/ill not be duplicated here. Several
examples of the syntax will be shown and oj these means the




At present, there are seven modules which are not
overlaid and, therefore, are the simplest to "build."
It is only necessary to compile these modules and taskbuild
(buildin an executable module and "linking" with external
references). To simplify the process even more, command
files are normally used for the process and were used for
building GIFTS.












The switches used in the main line of the Command File are
necessary and more or less "boiler plate" switches. They
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are explained in detail in the PDP-11 manuals. The
expression "GIFTLI3/LB n in the file indicates to the
taskbuilder that besides the PDP-11 system library, (on the
PDP-11, this is SYSLIB.OLE and need not be referred to in
the Command File as it is automatically called by 1KB), a
library called GIFTLIB.OLB is called in order to resolve
any external references. GIFTLIB.OLB is actually made up"~








J. il ill li • iiii l«/
The other lines in the command file for p-.UTT do warrant
some explanation as they are controlled oy the GIFTS system
size and parameters within the program. It is quite possible
that the parameters in the existing command files could
change in the future as the GIFTS system is updated/modified.
^he term ". lAXBUF" designates the size of the l/o
buffer. The recordsize for several of the GIFTS files is
quite ia_>ge (up to 1634 bytes) but since not all files are
called by every modules, MAXBUF will vary between modules.
The size of MAXBUF for a particular module can be computed




"UNITS" defines the maximum number of the logical
units whereas "ACTFII" assigns the number of active files
which can be concurrently open, The latter is variable
between modules and is quite important since the kGTFTL
parameter causes allocation of memory at the time of task-
building. As many of the modules are quite tightly "packed"
into the 32K word allowable memory segment, the extra bytes
available by adjusting this parameter become very important.
"ASCr" fulfills the taskbuilder requirement that each
logical unit have assigned to it a physical unit. Thus, in
the PRINT command file, logical unit six is assigned (ASG-)
to the terminal (TI:) and all LU's between seven and 15,
inclusively, are assigned arbitrarily to the "system"
disc (ST:).
Without the command file, each of the steps would
have to be individually typed in. Since a command file was
built in this case, it is merely necessary to type:
tkb Sprint
It is worth noting here that if several modules are
to be built, the command files may be imbedded in another
command file. For example, take the command file GROUP. COT




This file can be executed by typing: ©group.

2. Overlaid Modules
The majority of the GIFTS modules are overlaid.
Some of the overlay schemes are fairly complicated and are
difficult, due to the tashbuilder syntax, to enter at a
terminal. Therefore, as with the non-overlaid modules,
command files are used. However, now "indirect" or "Overlay
Description" files using "Overlay Description Language" (ODL)
are also used. (These files are commonly referred to as
"ODL files. ")
The ODL file is built with the text editor for each
module and describes the overlay scheme for the module.
The file is then referred to oj the TXB command file. For
example, the following is the command file used to build
the module BCJLKH in SIFTS. Notice on the right hand side
of the equal sign is the expression: BUIXM/MP . The /MP
switch indicates to TILL that there exists a file on disc
called "BULKM.ODL" which describes the overlay scheme for
the module (Figure 5). Note that no object modules are









ASG=SYO : 1 0: 1 1 : 1 2: 1 3 : 1 4 : 1
5
//
The first line in the ODL file indicates the overlay scheme
in symbolic terms (i.e. A, 3, C, etc.). The other lines
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indicate the choice of object modules for the "Root" and
the various overlays. There are syntax and command rules
which obviously must be followed in building an ODL file.
Such information is found in: "RSX-11M Task Builder
Reference Manual." It is not the purpose here to elaborate
on this syntax.
The Command and ODL files for building GIFTS exist
for all overlaid modules and are on magnetic tape for the
eventuality that the system will need to be rebuilt. These
files are the core of the work necessary for building GIFTS.
Anyone interested in vastly revising GIRTS would need to
know the existing structure of GIFTS and then attempt to
reconstruct the effect of the revisions on the size of
modules. As stated above, some of the modules are very
tightly packed, some taking up to greater than 99 percent
of the available 32K words.
D. BUILDING OR LIBRARIES
There are two basic types of libraries built from the
GIFTS files. The first type includes the two separate
system libraries. The reason for having a second "system"
library is that two GIRTS modules, BULKLB and RESULT, simply
cannot fit into 32K words as normally built. Thus, a second
nearly duplicate library is built using the ,: /TR :IT0HR"
switch when compiling. The effect of this switch is to
reduce the size of the object module "oj about ten percent.
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I'he absence of the "trace" capability means that should,
an error occur during program run time, the system will
not inform the user in which object module the error
occurred. Again, this "problem" occurs only in BULKLB
and RESULT.
The other type of library is called a. "module" library.
That is, for every executable module where overlaying is
being used, a librar]/ of the object modules derived from
the individual program listing (vice the GIFTS system
library listings) is built. This approach allows the
analyst to "iceep track" of which object modules are needed
for each overlaid module. Thus, this is a matter of con-
venience.
In Figure 5 are examples of how the two library types
are used. Note that in every case where the switch "/LB"
is seen, the preceding filename is the name of an object
library. Where the switch "/LB" is used alone, as in:
?IFTLIB/LB, the meaning is that a check through the library
GIFTLIB.OLB will be made to resolve references. Where a
colon is attached (i.e. "/LB:"), the 1KB system will expect
to find one or more specifically named object modules which
are to be designated as being -part of a particular segment.
'to"
E. OVERLAY SCHEMES USED
The magnetic tape received from IG-EL, University of
Arizona, included the overlay schemes used at the Naval
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Postgraduate School for the building of GIF-IS. The schemes
are actually in ODL file form. Changes to the overlay
scheme(s) v/ould be completed by making revisions to the
respective ODL file and then rebuilding the respective
module(s)
.
Installing the GIFTS S27-stem on another computer system
could necessitate a revision to the schemes but the ODL
files are a good point for departure.
F. DELETION 0? UNNECESSARY FILLS
Along the path of building GIFTS, one accumulates
several files that are extraneous to the actual running of
the GIFTS system. If file deletions are not completed, an
accumulation of about 16,000 blocks of intelligence on
disc (about twenty percent of the maximum capacity of the
CDC 9762 disc drive) v/ould be taken up by GIFTS. Since
the executable module files accumulate to only about 4000
blocks, file deletions (using PIF) should be completed.
The method for doing this on the PDP-1 1 can be found
in the appropriate PDP-11 Manual. Generally, it takes
the form:
PIP Filename . Lxtensi on ; ' rersion/DF
"V/ild cards" are permitted for filenames, extensions and





A. . files necessary to rebuild GIFTS exist on two
magnetic tapes. A listing of the contents of the respective
tapes are included as Appendix F. To rebuild GIFTS, it is
merely necessary to load the tapes and type the following
two commands:
FLX /RS=MT1 : [^IbUILDT.CMD/DO
S3UILDT
The resulting process takes approximately six hours to




V. PROCEDURE ?OR REVISING- GI^TS
A. MAKING MINOR CHANGES
It should be remembered that each module is listed
separately. In addition, there are five files of sub-
routine listings plus two assembly language files which
are included as part of the GIFTS system libraries (two).
It should be quite obvious that if a revision to a single
module listing is necessary then only that module will need
to be rebuilt.
On the other hand, if one library subroutine is changed
it would be wise to rebuild the entire system (unless the
modules containing the revised subroutine can be isolated),
1. Changing the System Library
The following steps should be completed in revising
the system libraries:
a. Edit (EDT) the listing (either LIBR1 .NEW,
LIBR2.NEW, LIBR3.NEW, LIBR4.NEW or LIBR5.PDP);
b. Extract the subroutine( s) which have "ceen
revised (in order that the entire library need not be
rebuilt)
;
c. Compile the subroutine twice-once with the
/CO: 20 switch alone and again with the /TR:NONE switch;
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d. Insert the object modules into the two
libraries - G-IFTLIB and G1IB2 by using the LER utility;
e. Rebuild the GIFTS system.
The last step is not quite as difficult as it
seems since the command and ODL files are already built
for this purpose. The entire rebuilding process can be
done by a series of TK3 "@" statements. Such a command file,
called G-IFTS5. CMD, is shown in Figure 6 and is included on
the tapes mentioned in section IV. G. By merely typing
©GIFI35, the entire GIFTS system will be built in approxi-
mately one hour. The file depends, of course, on the
existence of the command files, ODL files, GIFTS system
libraries, and the respective module libraries to execute.
A listing of the files needed to execute G-IFTS5.CMD are
shown in Figure 7.
2. Changing a Module Library
If only a single module listing is revised, then
it should not be necessary to build the entire GIFTS system.
In other words, the use of BUILDT.GMD is unnecessary here.
Instead, it would only be necessary to execute the steps
which are demonstrated in Appendix D. The OPTIM module
is used ~oy way of example in Appendix D, but any overlaid
module would be "rebuilt" in the same manner.
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For non-overlaid modules, it is necessary only to
1
compile and taskbuild using the provided command files.
3. MAJOR CHANGES
If a substantial number of changes to the G-IFTS system
were to be made, it may be necessary to rebuild the entire
set of executable modules. Assuming that the command files
1
1
are not to be revised, the following steps would oe followed:
1. Revise the respective listing(s) using the Text
Editor (EDT);
2. Revise the two tapes using FIX;
3. Execute ©BUI LET.
It should be obvious that if the two existing tapes
are to be modified that a new set of tapes will need to
be built. The ELX utility is the handler for this process.
It should be noted that the present command file, BUIIDT.OMD,
is based on the existence of two separate tapes with the
contents being as listed in Appendix E. In this appendix,
I
It Sxiould be remembered that the default extension
for a FORTRAN file on the PDP-11 is "ETE." The PORTRAIT
listings provided by IG-EL had the extension "NEW. " There-
fore, when compiling these programs usin.? the F4P compiler,




If new subroutine(s) were added to an individual
module, then the respective "OEL File" would also need to
be revised. It is also possible that changes to existing
subroutines could make the individual module greater than
32E with existing overlay schemes. Then, a revised scheme
may be necessary and the OEE file would have to be revised,
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it should also be noted that the UIC for the tape file is:
Eo,f]. This UIC is presumed, when BUILDT is executed.
0. UPDATING- 01 HELP FILE
There exists a file called GI?TS5.I!T? which contains
the information or data used by the "HELP" command from the
various GTFTS modules. It will be necessary to use an
editor to change this file. Revisions would be needed to





Several possibilities exist at the Naval Postgraduate
School for the enhancement of the GIFTS system. A TEKTRONIX
4081 computer is already present within the Mechanical
Engineering Department and could be used as an intelligent
terminal. That is, it would be possible to operate with
some of the GIFTS modules on a host computer such as the
PDP-1 1 with the smaller modules being used independently
on the 4081
.
Of course, when the new mainframe replaces the currently
used IBM 360/67 in FY 1981 , a worthwhile project would be
to install GIFTS on it.
In addition, it is recommended that the interface pro-
gram for the SAP4 system, which is currently available at
IMPS, be obtained from IGEL, University of Arizona, in order
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description op gifts i-todules 12
MODEL GENERATION MD EDITING
BULKft
BULKM is an automated three dimensional plate and shell
model generator. It is suitable for large continuous
structure that can be easily modeled oy repetitious genera-
tion of points and elements.
SDITM is designed to update and correct BULKM models,
although it can be used to generate simple models and ones
too complex for BULKM.
SEPOS
DEPCS accepts information regarding external and dependent
boundary nodes in a constrained substructure.
Xj U liA O
BULKS is a three dimensional solid model generator. One
may ask for the display of the edges, and may add and dis-
play selected point and element slices.
1 2
Trie descriptions here are taken from the "GIPT3 User's
Manual .
"
1 3BULKS, as of the date of this writing, is not yet




load aitd louydaay xyditiqy
gyiillatioe , display aitd yditiyg
LULYP
EULKF is intended to allow only those freedoms which
a model can support, thereby relieving the user of the
necessity of supressing all superfluous freedoms by hand.
3UIKL3
BUUCLB is a bulk load and boundary condition generator
designed zo apply load zo models generated with BILLKM. It
may be used to apply distributed line and surface loads
and masses, presribed displacements along lines and surfaces
and inertial loads. Temperatures may also be applied to
lines and surfaces.
BDITLB
EDITLE is a displa; and edit routine intended to provide
local modification capability to loads and boundary condi-
tions applied by BULKL3. It may also be used to generate
simple loading on models, or loading on models not generated
with BULIG-1. Temperatures may also be applied to elements.
After DEPJj has been run, the thermal and combined loads may
be examined.
LOADS 14
LOADS is a load and boundary condition generator for
solid models, Loads may be distributed on lines or
14-
LOADS, as of the date of this writing, is not yet
implemented on the PDP-11, This is primarily due to size
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surfaces. loads and boundary conditions may be displayed
on point slices.
general ptlrpose cortutatigrah
rd result display hodules
OPIIm
OPTIM is a band width optimization program. Although
GIPTS is designed to handle problems without size or band-
width restrictions, it is very important that the problem
be optimized before the solution procedes. Experience has
shown that run times can be reduced by a factor of two to
ten if the procedure is used. OPTIM may be called several
times in a row, until the best node numbering scheme has oeen
achieved.
STIPE
STIPP performs computation of the stiffness matrices and
assembles them into the master stiffness matrix.
DECOR
DECOR7 introduces kinematic boundary conditions, and
decomposes that stiffness matrix by the Cholesky method.
ni?T?T,
DEPL computes the deflections from the current loading
conditions and the decomposed stiffness matrix. If tempera-
tures are present, thermal forces will be calculated and
added to the current applied loads before solution.

STRESS computes the element stresses cased on the current
deflections.
RESULT displays deflections and stresses. It has many
options that may be used, at the discretion of the user,
to transform the results for optimum comprehension.
IKE C-IETS NATURAL VIBRATION PACKAGE
AUTOh
AUTOI is ordinarily used to generate starting loads
for the sucspace iteration to compute natural modes of
vibration,
SUBS performs a single sucspace iteration to determine
the model's natural modes. It must be repeated as many
times as necessary to obtain convergence to the desired
extent
.
HE C-IETS TRANSIENT RESPOI'SE PACKAGE
(DIRECT IITEEGRATIGE)
TRAIT 1
TRAIT1 is to be run on a transient response model imme-
diately after stiffness assembly. It is used to specify
the time step to be used in the integration process.

?HAiT2
TRAN2 is run after TRAJS1 and DSCOM. It computes the
displacement matrix for time 2.
TRACTS
TRAITS maintains and plots histograms of the displace-
ments of up to four different freedoms.
GIFTS C0TTSBRAI1IBD SUBSTRUCTURING
DCS
Before a COSUB module may be used in a master analysis
run, it must be preceded by program REDCS to form a reduced
stiffness matrix and a reduced load matrix (if there arc- any




LIST 0? GIETS MANUALS15
GIETS USEE'S RBPEREHCE I-1AHJAL
"Contains complete and detailed description of all
GIFTS commands and computational procedures. It is meant
as a source of information for the experienced user."
GIFTS SYS IEMS MANUAL
"Contains detailed information on the code, data "base
and program structure. Useful for those undertaking pro-
gram conversion or enhancement."
Though there is a great deal of detail concerning the
UDB and program structure (for the ECLIPSE Computer), there
is really insufficient information to get started in a
"program conversion or enhancement." There are several
terms and acronyms which are undefined in the description
where knowledge of the other manuals are essential for unde:
standing.
GIETS PRIMgR
"... useful to new users, and to exercise the system
on a new installation, or check out a new version of the
program on an existing installation
. . . Tutorial . . .
Solved Examples."
This manual is excellent for the intended purposes.
Anyone seriously intending to use the system should spend
several hours with this manual and the comnuter.
1 5
' Remarks in quotation marks are taken directly from
pages C-PRIM-1-3 & 4 from the GIETS Primer

GIPTS INSTALLATION MANUAL
"Designed to help those attempting to install the
program on their own system. Describes implementation
and test procedures. 1 '
This manual, as of this writing, is not implemented.
It is hoped that with respect to the PDP-11, this thesis
provides some of the information needed.
GIPTS THEORETICAL MANUAL
"Contains mathematical fundamentals and algorithms
underlying mesh generation, element characteristics and
solution procedures. Of use to those wishing to assess
the properties of the mathematical model used, or modify
the program."
GIPTS MODELLING GUIDE
"Aimed at the program user. Discusses practical
aspects of finite element modelling in general and pa3/s
particular attention to elements and procedures imple-
mented in the GIPTS system.
"
Not implemented as of this writing.
GIPTS POCKET MANUAL
"A handy pocket-size reference manual containing
complete, hut terse, summary of information in the GIPTS
Users Reference Manual. Used mainly as a quick reference
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SAI-ZPLZ SESSION VITH FILSOR
The following is a listing from an actual run with
FI1S0R. It has been annotated to indicate what actually
is going on and the reasons for the various steps,
The TUILDT.CITD file executes this entire process
"automatically" with the exception that the FILSR2 ver-
sion of FILSOR is needed as well as the STUFFS. ISE file
(which generates the answers to the FILSOR questions
ashed below). BUILDT, of course, also reads the necessary


























"/TR:NONE" SWITCH DESIRED FOR C0MPILE?1Y OR N) N






DIRECTORY DP3 C 160 ,533
30-AUC-80 15 18
OPTIM OBJ >1 1 30-AUC-80 15:16
BAND OBJ >1 6. 30-AUC-80 15 17
INOPT OBJ >1 5 30-AUC-80 15 17
OPT OBJ ,1 10. 30-AUC-80 15 17
SWAP OBJ ,1 3 30-AUC-80 15:17
TEROPT.OBJ ,1 11 30-AUC-80 1517


















DIRECTORY DP3 Cl'60 ,53 3
30-AUC-80 IS SI
STUFF.CMD >1 1 30-AUC-80 IS 46
OPTIM.ODL >47 1 . 30-AUG-80 IS 33
LIB.CMO >1 1 . 30-AUC-80 15:16
FILSOR.TSK ,2 St . 30-AUC-80 1533
OPT IM NEW .1 53 30-AUC-80 IS 33
OPTIM. FTN ,1 2. 30-AUG-80 IS 46
OPTIM.CMD >10 1 . 30-AUC-80 15 33
BAND FTN v 1 7 30-AUC-80 15.46
INOPT FTN >1 7 30-AUG-80 IS 46
OPT FTN >1 18. 30-AUC-80 15.46
SWAP FTN >1 4 30-AUG-80 15 46
TEROPT.FTN ,1 14. 30-AUG-90 15:46
OPT IM OBJ >1 1 . 30-AUC-80 15 46
BANO.OBJ ,1 6. 30-AUG-80 15 47
INOPT OBJ >1 5. 30-AUG-80 1547
OPT. OB J >1 10 30-AUC-80 15:47
SWAP OBJ >1 3. 30-AUG-80 1547
TEROPT OBJ >1 M. 30-AUC-80 IS 47
CIFTLIB OLB >1 S92 C 30-AUG-80 15. 45
OPTIM .OLB >\ 40. 30-AUC-80 15 48
OPTIM.TSK ,1 209 C 30-AUG-80 15 49
OPTIM. STB ,1 6. 30-AUC-80 1551
TOTAL OF 1046/1086 BLOCKS IN 22. FILES
>PIP * FTN >*/DE (11)
>PIP * OBJ >*/DE
>PIP * CMD >*/0E
>PIP * OOL >*/DE
>PIP x.OLB ,*/DE
>PIP FILSOR TSK. >*/DE
>PIP OPTIM NEW >*/DE
>PIP/LI
0*>
DIRECTORY DP3 C160 ,533
30-AUC-80 15 52
OPTIM TSK k 1 209. C 30-AUC-80 15 49
OPTIM STBJ 6. 30-AUC-80 15 SI
TOTAL 0F-21S./219. BLOCKS IN 2. FILES
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(1) The first thing done is a "PIP/LI" which lists all
files in the directory. In this case, the response indicates
that we're in directory 160,53. The files listed are all
the files needed to build OPTIM. If RTSU1T or BU1KLB were
being built, then G-LIB2 would repla.ce CtIFTLIB as the GIFTS
M S;ystem" library. Also, as a means of differentiating the
BULKLB and RESULT module libraries (see section IV. D) these
libraries are arbitrarily referred to, in the command files,
as BULKLIand RSSU11 , respectively.
(2) FILSOR is executed. It responds oy asking two questions
before proceeding.
(3) The sorted program/subroutines are compiled separately
using the command file: LI2:CMD (which was generated oj
FILSOR (see listing in item (10) below)). If an error were
generated during compile, the compiler would indicate which
subroutine had the error(s). This would not, however,
inhibit the further completion of compilation.
(4) This is a listing of the "Object 1 ' files generated by
the F4P ©LIB command.
(5) Note that 39 blocks in six files were generated. These
numbers are critical in that they are used to create a
library in the next step.
(6) Using the ;ILBR" utility, a library "L1 .OLB" is created.
The decimal points are parts of the syntax in this command
as the omission of them indicates octal numbers. The name
71

"L1 " is used only because the ' r 32Uj'?. OMD" file, built 'dv
JTLSOR is looking, arbitrarily, for a object library called
L1 .
(7) Library LI .0L3 is "stuffedV In the case of this
command file, each command is subsequently listed until
and ^EO?} is encountered. In this example, six object
modules have been inserted into library 11 .013.
(8) using PIP, the library 11 .OLE is renamed: 0P1IN.0LB.
This is t.:e library name which will be used cy OPTIM. CMI)
when taskbuilding OPTIM.
(9) OPTIM is finally "taskbuilt."
(10) A listing of the files which have been generated
while building the executable module, OPTIM. TSK, and the
symbol table file, OTPIK.STB. Note that the sum of the
space taken up ~oy the files is over 1000 blocks.
(11) Housekeeping. Those files unnecessary to the execu-
tion of the OPTIM module are deleted by the seven PIP
directives shown.
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LISIIITC- 0? C-IPTS TAPZS
( itps yarsioa )
The following are listings of the contents of the
tapes needed by BUILDT.CKD to build GIFTS. Though all
the files could have fit on one tape, the method of dividing
them was used to make the reading process more efficient.
In general, the source listings are on MTO: (MT:) and the
CMD, ODI and existing TSK files are on MT1 :
.
The files were created under the FAX utility of RSX-11M
















STIFF. NEW 164. 01-SEP-80
DECOrf.NEU 23. 01-SEP-80
STRESS. NEU 229. oi-SEP-ao
AUTOL.NEU 26. 01-SEP-80




LOCAL. NEU 120. 01-SEP--80
SAVEK . NEU 8. 01-SEP-80
RES1DU.NEU 20. 01-SEP-80
PR I NT. NEU 20. 01-SEP-80
TEST. NEU 2. 01-SEP-80
BULKS. NEU 646. 01-SEP-80
LOADS. NEU 551. 01-SEP-80
OPT IM. NEU 52. 01-SEP-80
DEFL.NEU 115. 01-SEP-80




SUBS. NEU 52. Ol-SEP-SO










































EDITM.ODL 2 ( 01-SEP-80
LOCAL. DDL 1. 01-SEP-80
SUBS.ODL 1. 01-SEP-80
d'efcs.odl 1. 01-SEP-80
TRANS. ODL 1< 01-SEP-80
STRESS. ODL 1. 01-SEP-80
STIFF. ODL 2 01-SEP-80
REDCS.ODL 1. 01-SEP-80
RESULT. ODL 3. 01-SEP-80
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